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Objectives #TCCMATH

To share with participants the 

climate of working world 

through panelists’ 

experiences.

EXPOSURE

To expose participants from 

different backgrounds to 

various job opportunities in 

specialized industries.

ATTRIBUTES

To review attributes wanted by 

employers.

EXPERIENCE



Objectives #TCCMATH

To prepare and inspire 

participants for their career 

trajectory.

RECOMMEND

To suggest why math could be 

the way to go for 

aforementioned jobs.

NETWORK

To inculcate the importance of 

networking.

INSPIRE



PROGRAMME OUTLINE
8:45AM – 9:30AM 

9:30AM – 10:0AM 

10:00AM – 10:30AM 

10:30AM – 12:30PM

12:30PM – 1:00PM

1:00PM – 2:00PM 

Registration & Breakfast

Career Talk by e2i

Keynote Address by Ustaz Taufiq RNB

Ihsan in Professionalism as an Act of Ibadah

Panel Discussion 

Our  δy/δx Factor

Closing 

Presentation of Token of Appreciation and Phototaking

Networking Session over Lunch



Ihsan in Professionalism as an Act of Ibadah

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Ustaz Taufiq RNB

Director, Alqudwah Academy

A graduate from Al-Azhar University in Cairo in the field of Islamic

Law and Jurisprudence, Ustaz Taufiq is currently awaiting

confirmation for his Masters at another University. Ustaz Taufiq

also spearheads Alqudwah Academy which aims to provide

access to quality religious education.



OUR  

δy/δx 

FACTOR

Following our tagline, the purpose of our

panel discussion is to identify the

aptitude and attitude needed to stand

out in the competitive world. With careers

overlapping other majors, we aim to

prepare our audience with key takeaways

that would help them pitch themselves

against others. Panelists from various

backgrounds would share about their

careers and we hope this would benefit

anyone, regardless of who they are or

where they come from.

OUR  

δy/δx 

FACTOR



Panel Discussion: Our δy/δx Factor

MODERATOR
Ibrahim Musa

Director of Corporate Training & Partnership, FutureMarketer

With a deep interest in social media and digital marketing,

Ibrahim Musa’s current role at FutureMarketer allows him to

partner with global MNCs on their digital transformation journeys

by providing EPIC (Expert, Practical, Interesting, Client-Centric)

custom digital learning programs. He is an alumni of SMU’s

Bachelor of Business Management.



DISCUSSION PANELISTS

Raffie Roslan, 

Assistant Director, Singapore 

Department of Statistics

Raffie did his Masters in NUS in

Statistics and a Mathematical

Science Bachelor’s Degree in NTU.

He is currently working with

government agencies to deliver

statistical services. Previously, he

was an Analytical Developer at

Seagate in the IT Department.

Khalishah Nadhirah, 

Data Scientist, InfoCepts

Khalishah loves data. She explores

them and builds machine learning

models for her company. She also

evaluates various data science

applications to facilitate data

science workflows. It is no wonder

she did her degree in Statistics in

NUS.

Nur Annastasia Arriola, 

Market Researcher, Kantar

Annastasia likes numbers and

people, and market research helps

her marry those two together.

Outside of work, she enjoys eating

and spending quality time with

family and friends. Her alma mater

is NUS majoring in Statistics.



DISCUSSION PANELISTS

Farhan Sulaiman

Asia Business Development Manager

In the day, Farhan works in a leading

global analytics firm focusing on oil/gas

energy fundamental research. He is

responsible in driving the business and

tapping on the teams’ analysts’ expertise

to support their clients regionally. Farhan

graduated from NUS majoring in Applied

Mathematics and minoring in Economics.

Nur Farhana Roslan

Software Analyst, Accenture

As a software analyst, Farhana does front

end programming for government

projects. Her love for Mathematics started

since JC days and that led her to pursue

NTU degree in mathematics. This proves

useful as the programming knowledge

learnt from school has helped her a lot at

work.



STARTERS FOR NETWORKING
▪ How has the (insert field, e.g. Data Science) 

changed in the past few years? What do you 

predict will change in the next 5 to 10 years?

▪ What is the biggest challenge being a (insert 

occupation)?

▪ How do we cultivate resilience yet maintain a 

sense of empowerment when facing such 

challenges? 

▪ As a Muslim/Undergraduate, what are some 

of the common misconceptions people have 

of us? How do we combat these 

miscommunications/communicate more 

effectively?

▪ What are some of the resources you would 

recommend for one who want to dive deeper 

into (insert field/occupation)?



STARTERS FOR NETWORKING

▪ What advice would you give to one who intends to go 

into (insert field/occupation)?

▪ What is the most important thing/skill/attitude (dy/dx 

factor) that you have gained from being a Mathematics 

major which has helped you in your occupation now?

▪ What experiences led you to this current occupation?

▪ How can I distinguish myself from other strong 

applicants in my job search?

▪ What are some of the strategies you could share to 

someone who is deciding on his/her career path?





NETWORKING TIPS 101
Do your RESEARCH
Find out ahead of time who will be at the event, research them on 

Google or LinkedIn and know who you want to connect with.

Ask SIMPLE QUESTIONS
To get the conversation started, just ask “May I join you?” or “What 

business are you in?”

Flash a SMILE
Don’t forget to flash those pearly whites! You will put others at ease 

and come across as friendly and approachable.

Take NOTES
Made a good connection? Take a moment to jot down a note on their 

business card for more specific follow-up.

Share the WEALTH
Be willing to share contacts and referrals. Do this in sincerity, without 

expecting something in return.

FOLLOW UP
Don’t forget to follow-up! If you have had an awesome exchange, ask 

how you can continue the conversations. Follow-up through email or 

social media within 48 hours of the event.



POSSIBLE JOB TITLES

Operations Officer Management Executive Market Research Analyst

Financial Analyst Systems Analyst Research Officer

Statistician Operations Research Analyst
Software Web and 

Multimedia Developer

Defence Researcher
Information Technology Security 

Specialist
Air Traffic Control Officer



By Dr. Dominic Walliman, PhD Quantum Device Physics, University of Birmingham


